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BONUS Dad! BONUS Mom!
"How to keep your children safe in a 24-7 always connected digital society"--Cover.

Mom Minus Dad
Sunday Times number one bestseller Joanna Trollope explores the issues at the heart of a
modern family with her trademark wit and warmth, in Mum & Dad. 'What a mess, she thought
now . . . what a bloody, unholy mess the whole family has got itself into.' It's been twenty-five
years since Gus and Monica left England to start a new life in Spain, building a vineyard and
wine business from the ground up. However, when Gus suffers a stroke and their idyllic
Mediterranean life is thrown into upheaval, it's left to their three grown-up children in London to
step in . . . Sebastian is busy running his company with his wife, Anna, who's never quite seen
eye-to-eye with her mother-in-law. Katie, a successful solicitor in the City, is distracted by the
problems with her long-term partner, Nic, and the secretive lives of their three daughters. And
Jake, ever the easy-going optimist, is determined to convince his new wife, Bella, that moving
to Spain with their eighteen-month-old would be a good idea. As the children descend on the
vineyard, it becomes clear that each has their own idea of how best to handle their mum and
dad, as well as the family business. But as long-simmering resentments rise to the surface and
tensions reach breaking point, can the family ties prove strong enough to keep them together?
'Trollope writes about family relationships with intelligence and clear-eyed sympathy' - The
Times

The Road
The not so serious guide to the stuff we're all fighting about. While a husband and wife's
parenting styles may be worlds apart, they both have the same goal: to raise happy kids who
feel unconditionally loved. Mom vs. Dad is packed with sidesplitting and vulnerable personal
essays from the trenches of parenthood. In this book, Lucy and Tom Riles tackle relatable
topics such as: Is bringing a toaster oven to a 5-star resort tacky or genius? Is it appropriate to
lick your plate clean at a restaurant? Does the expiration date on food really matter?
Illustrations of family life will also be included in this intimate and inspiring narrative about the
challenges and triumphs of raising children. Mom vs. Dad is the perfect gift for anyone who
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needs a relatable couple to guide them through some of the toughest (and funniest) issues
parents face today.

The Birth Guy's Go-To Guide for New Dads
The Male Mother book is first of a series of four that are designed to help men develop their
feminine side. Men are largely unaware of their feminine side that has been ignored and
denigrated by many in our modern world. This series of books The Real Men series because it
addresses the need for men to become fully mature and effective adults.The Real Men series
is about helping adult men develop and integrate their often-ignored feminine side. Otherwise,
they are unable to meet many of the challenges of modern life, in general, and fatherhood, in
particular. In order to meet these challenges, fathers need to acquire new skills in male
mothering. One of the first challenges many adult men face is being able to be an effective
father for their children. I have yet to meet a father who feels like he was well equipped for the
job. This book presents a more complete picture of what mature adult fathers looks like. It is
rare that fathers get this kind of information. Many men do not even know what a mature father
looks like, because our culture paints men as macho, dominant, non-feeling critters. It also
encourages men who have avoided and denigrated feminine aspects of their personality. This
means being more in touch with their feelings and seeking committed, equalitarian, adult
relationships.My research clearly suggests there is a rapidly emerging trend among younger
men in our culture that supports being interested in developing and integrating their feminine
side. This book presents a roadmap of the emerging feminine side of development for men to
follow. Many men silently carry quilt and shame about what they did or did not do raising their
children. This book shows fathers how to overcome their perceived failings as a father and
describes the skills they need to help correct mistakes they may have made as a father.
Fathers need the learn some of the following Male Mother skills:• Display genuine empathy
toward their children when they are experiencing deep emotions.• Speak and act in ways that
nurture their children.• Show compassion toward their children even when they oppose their
father's ideas or requests.• Look their children in the eyes and connect with them as separate
human beings.• Forgive their children's failings without judgment.• Give them emotional
support, mirroring and unconditional love. • Negotiate to get their needs met without
diminishing the needs of their children.• Create a lifestyle that models life-giving values, beliefs
and behaviors toward humans, plants, animals and all creatures that are vulnerable and
dependent.• Access to the “wisdom of the heart” or intuition to guide his decisions.This book
will help you perform four important “initiations” for your children that provide the secure
foundation they need to become responsible, mature adults.The four initiations are: • Cutting
the Cord: Creating the Divine Family Triangle• Facilitating the Completion of the Psychological
Birth of Your Children. • Helping Your Children Achieve Mastery of Everyday Tasks.• Helping
Your Children Learn To Negotiate to Get Their Needs Met and How to Cooperate with Others.
This book describes the essential skills and understandings you need to be effective as a
father to your children. Even if your children are older, it is never too late to provide this support
for them. Once you know what to do, you can find ways to fill in the developmental gaps in
your children. One thing is for sure; they always will be your children no matter how old they
are. It is never too late to for you to relate to your children or grandchildren as a Male Mother.

When Mom and Dad Divorce
If you are struggling with your children and want to be a better parent, A Brand New Child in 5
Easy Steps is the book for you. It is inspired by the amazing, child-transforming results which
South Africa's 'Super Granny' Andalene Salvesen has gained from her home visits around the
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world, and shows that your child only changes when you become an empowered parent.
Children are not born with boundaries and parents are often ill-equipped to enforce appropriate
house rules. A Brand New Child in 5 Easy Steps will help parents to regain their authority so
that children can once again just be children. It guides parents to choose creative ideas for
discipline thereby eliminating today's epidemic of shouting and guilt-based parenting. Andalene
covers all the childhood phases, from tots to teens, dealing with appropriate consequences for
anything from tantrums to silent defiance. Andelene's five easy steps will empower every
parent to achieve the desired results with their children. Parents will easily relate to Andalene's
descriptions of her home visits - often humorous, sometimes emotional - and the problems she
encounters in different homes. Parenting can be an exciting journey, and A Brand New Child in
5 Easy Steps is an excellent start to moving your family into a healthier, happier and more
empowered direction.

The Male Mother
Family! Friendship! Adventure! Mystery! Roberta, Peter, and Phyllis have their lives turned
upside down when their father mysteriously has to go away. The railway becomes the centre of
their new life, but little do they know what wonders and changes it will bring to them - maybe
even the answer to Father's disappearance . . . Oxford Children's Classics present not only the
original and unabridged story of The Railway Children in a beautiful new edition, but also help
you to discover a whole world of new adventures with a vast assortment of recommendations
and activities.

We're Not Camping
Learn to start open, productive talks about money with your parents as they age As your
parents age, you may find that you want or need to broach the often-difficult subject of
finances. In Mom and Dad, We Need to Talk: How to Have Essential Conversations with Your
Parents About Their Finances, you’ll learn the best ways to approach this issue, along with a
wealth of financial and legal information that will help you help your parents into and through
their golden years. Sometimes parents are reluctant to address money matters with their adult
children, and topics such as long-term care, retirement savings (or lack thereof), and end-of-life
planning can be particularly touchy. In this book, you’ll hear from others in your position who
have successfully had “the talk” with their parents, and you’ll read about a variety of
conversation strategies that can make talking finances more comfortable and more productive.
Learn conversation starters and strategies to open the lines of communication about your
parents’ finances Discover the essential financial and legal information you should gather from
your parents to be prepared for the future Gain insight from others’ stories of successfully
talking money with aging parents Gather the courage, hope, and motivation you need to
broach difficult subjects such as care facilities and end-of-life plans For children of Baby
Boomers and others looking to assist aging parents with their finances, Mom and Dad, We
Need to Talk is a welcome and comforting read. Although talking money with your parents can
be hard, you aren’t alone, and this book will guide you through the process of having fruitful
financial conversations that lead to meaningful action.

Where's Daddy?
As family members braid, brush, twirl, roll, and tighten their hair before bedtime, putting on
kerchiefs, wave caps, and other protective items, the little sister cannot find her bonnet.
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A brand new child in 5 easy steps
The post-apocalyptic modern classic with an introduction by novelist John Banville. In a burnedout America, a father and his young son walk under a darkened sky, heading slowly for the
coast. They have no idea what, if anything, awaits them there. The landscape is destroyed,
nothing moves save the ash on the wind and cruel, lawless men stalk the roadside, lying in
wait. Attempting to survive in this brave new world, the young boy and his protector have
nothing but a pistol to defend themselves. They must keep walking. Winner of the Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction, The Road is an incandescent novel, the story of a remarkable and profoundly
moving journey. In this unflinching study of the best and worst of humankind, Cormac
McCarthy boldly divines a future without hope, but one in which, miraculously, this young
family finds tenderness. An exemplar of post-apocalyptic writing, The Road is a true modern
classic, a masterful, moving and increasingly prescient novel.

Love Journal
Mommy and Me celebrates the love between mothers and their children, with stunning
illustrations from Sydney Hanson and sweet, rhyming text by Tiya Hall. Join baby bear as she
plays, explores, and learns with her mommy, and share lots of hugs along the way! This
cuddly, rhyming board book is ideal for all young children - and their parents!

Media Moms & Digital Dads
Jon pensait avoir largement de répondre au dernier sms de sa femme. Mais alors qu'il prend
son petit-déjeuner dans le hall de l'Hotel Sixième en Suisse après une conférence, le monde
se rappelle à lui avec d'atroces nouvelles. Washington DC a été effacée par une bombe
nucléaire. Plus de nouvelles de New-York. Londres s'est éteinte. Berlin aussi. Voilà ce qu'il a le
temps de comprendre avant que les média et les réseaux sociaux ne soient coupés à leur tour.
Avant que le ciel ne se couvre de nuages oranges. Deux mois plus tard, ils sont vingt
survivants réfugiés dans cet hôtel connu pour son histoire teintée de suicides et de meurtres.
Jon et ses compagnons d'infortune essaient de maintenir un semblant de quotidien. Jusqu'au
jour où ils découvrent le corps d'une petite fille. Les provisions s'amenuisent, les tensions
s'affutent. Et si finalement le danger n'était pas à l'extérieur? Vingt survivants. Un hôtel. Un
meurtre.

Rich Dad Poor Dad
A heartwarming and enlightening collection of advice, wisdom, and practical skills featuring an
all-star cast of fathers from the popular online community Life of Dad. Becoming a dad gives
men a VIP pass into the greatest club on earth: fatherhood. Its rewards are unmatched, its
challenges, uncharted. The experience can reach euphoric highs and gut-punching lows. For
those moments (and everything in between), The Life of Dad has your back. The Life of Dad is
an all-encompassing, entertaining distillation of the full dad experience, through a collection of
interviews, podcasts, online chats, Facebook Lives, and more, dispensing collective wisdom
from dads who have been in the trenches. From Shaquille O’Neal explaining how he’s taught
his kids to be grateful, or Michael Strahan highlighting the importance of accountability, or Jim
Gaffigan discussing the challenges of having a house full of kids, The Life of Dad has it all.
Including thoughts from Ice Cube, Henry Winkler, Chris Jericho, Denis Leary, Freddie Prinze
Jr, Charles Tillman, Mark Feuerstein, and many, many more, you’ll find plenty of camaraderie
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in the hardest—but most rewarding—job of your life!

Hatchet
Some things are easier to say with pictures. When parents decide to separate or divorce,
children need ways to sort through all the feelings, thoughts, and worries they are facing. This
drawing book encourages kids to explore their inner world through both pictures and words,
helping them to understand themselves and feel better during a difficult time of change. A
"Note for Parents" discusses the impact of separation and divorce on the family, and describes
the value of art therapy in coping with stressful emotions and experiences.

Mom, Dad. I'm Gay
Domestic violence exists. That is a simple disturbing fact. It isn't something that should be
ignored or swept under the rug. It is imperative to face this problem, acknowledge it's existence
and do our best to aid those who are exposed to it. Children, all too often, are susceptible to
accepting responsibility for their parent's bad behavior. They need to understand that they are
not responsible for the violence. This book attempts to explain a very complicated issue to
young children. It is focused on pre-school to middle school children. It is not designed as a
panacea, merely an attempt to help them understand what is going on in their lives.

Mum & Dad
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a child, Elie Wiesel was sent to the Nazi
concentration camps at Auschwitz and Buchenwald. This is his account of that atrocity: the
ever-increasing horrors he endured, the loss of his family and his struggle to survive in a world
that stripped him of humanity, dignity and faith. Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of
a people from a survivor's perspective, Night is among the most personal, intimate and
poignant of all accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling consideration of the darkest side of
human nature and the enduring power of hope, it remains one of the most important works of
the twentieth century. New translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new introduction by Elie
Wiesel.

Mommy's Black Eye
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a
pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own adventures. This special
anniversary edition includes a new introduction and commentary by author Gary Paulsen, penand-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been
nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read.
Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is
traveling by single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the
plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian
wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother
had given him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly learns
survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish and forage for food, how
to make a fire—and even finds the courage to start over from scratch when a tornado ravages
his campsite. When Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his
ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.
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The Name of this Book is Secret
It's been a few weeks since we started to camp. Things got hard when we were denied food
stamps. The truth you see is harder to say. Foreclosure happens. When mortgage we can't
pay. Mom and dad are so sorry we lied. Camping we're not. So swallow your pride. Tent city
will now be our permanent base. Now wipe that miserable look off your face. Homelessness is
not as hard as it seems. Just try to get used to the hobo screams. Dumpster diving will be your
new favorite sport. And you'll have to spend time waiting in court. Things have to change
because we're so poor. Your mother's becoming a bus station whore

Hero
Hailed as “the heir to Roald Dahl” by The Spectator, the UK’s #1 bestselling children’s author,
David Walliams, will have fans of Jeff Kinney and Rachel Renee Russell in stitches! David
Walliams burst on to the American scene with his New York Times bestseller Demon Dentist,
and now he’s bringing his signature humor to this raucous tale of prison breaks and heists
gone wrong in Bad Dad. Frank’s dad was a champion hot-rod racer, Gilbert the Great. But
when a terrible accident sees him go from hero to zero, Frank and Gilbert are left with
nothing—and in the grips of a wicked crime boss and his henchmen. After Gilbert is thrown in
prison, only Frank can come to his rescue. . .

The Boogeyman Exists
Do you have children? Do they want to play basketball and you are unsure of where to start?
Well this is the book for you. Prepare yourself to go on a journey with a mother who has been
where you are standing. Walk in her shoes as she tells a tale of ups, downs, tears, miles and
smiles as she goes through life as a basketball mom.

Mom vs. Dad
Divorce isn’t easy on anyone, least of all children. When Mom and Dad Divorce helps gently
guide children through this painful passage.

Dreams From My Father
WARNING: DO NOT READ THIS BOOK! Contains two extraordinary adventurers A missing
magicians diary A symphony of smells And a deadly secret. But wait, you already know too
much! It is too late. Nothing will stop you now. Open the book if you must. But, please, tell no
one. Over two million copies of THE SECRET SERIES sold

The Life of Dad
Are you a single parent? Does your child ask about why their other parent doesn't visit them?
Is your ex-partner absent in your child/ren's life? If so, your child will enjoy reading this book
about a young girl named Mary who experiences issues with her absent father. In the story,
her mother explains to her why her father is absent and what she can expect from him in the
future.

Seven Words of Christmas
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"With updates for today's world and 9 new study session sections."

Night
Bad Dad
Mom and Dad, We Need to Talk
Is social media ruining our kids? How much Internet activity is too much? What do FOMO
(Fear of Missing Out), sexting, and selfies mean for teens? Are you curious about what
research says about how media and technology are affecting childhood? Supported by
academic research focused on technology, Media Moms & Digital Dads breaks down complex
issues in a friendly, accessible fashion, making it a highly useful and, ultimately, reassuring
read for anyone who worries about the impact that media might be having on young minds.
Each chapter delves into a different issue related to kids and media so parents can easily find
their particular issue of concern. Dr. Uhls ends each chapter with quick takeaways, in the form
of tips and guidance for parents. Dr. Uhls' expertise as a former Hollywood film executive and
as a current expert on child development and the media gives her a unique and important
perspective. As a trained scientist she understands the myriad studies conducted by
researchers, and as a mom of digital teens, she knows what actually works and can relate to
the reality of being a parent in the 21st century. Dr. Uhls also describes the primary research
she conducted at UCLA, including whether extensive screen time impacts non-verbal
emotional understanding, which has been covered in the New York Times, Time magazine,
and on National Public Radio. There are few more important issues for parents today than
helping children safely navigate the digital world in which we live, a world that provides
immense opportunity for learning and connecting yet also puts kids in a position to make
mistakes and even cause harm. Knowing what the facts are and when and how to get involved
is perhaps one of the most challenging aspects of modern parenting. Media Moms & Digital
Dads offers parents reassuring and fact-based guidance on how best to manage screens and
media for their children.

Dear Mom and Dad
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved
by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-yearold girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of
her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL
IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content,
including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing
notebook.

Inheritance
"BONUS Dad! BONUS Mom!" is a friendly way to teach children about the role of a stepparent. The book focuses on the day-to-day activities of a Bonus parent while teaching values
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like responsibility, cooperation, determination, respect and love. The characters are a funloving family of dogs and are presented in a colorful and whimsical way.

The Last
A must-have baby shower gift for expectant dads! In this one-of-a-kind guide, dad, doula, and
certified lactation counselor Brian Salmon and perinatal mental health and relationship expert
Kirsten Brunner offer practical, modern-day survival tips for expectant dads and birth partners.
Gone are the days when fathers would nervously pace the waiting room while their partners
gave birth. Dads are participating in childbirth now more than ever before. However, if you’re
like many men, you may feel unprepared, uncomfortable, or even unwelcome in the birth room.
For you, this book offers battle-tested tips to help you get in the game and prepare for one of
the most incredible adventures of your life. Based on the author’s Rocking Dadschildbirth
course, this book will teach you everything you need to know about supporting your partner
through birth, breastfeeding, and beyond. In this guide, you’ll discover pointers and advice you
won’t find in any other childbirth or breastfeeding guide, including: A list of items to pack for the
hospital that will help mom’s labor go more smoothly Stealth communication skills that you can
utilize during early labor to support mom and keep her in a positive state of mind How to write
a birth plan that the labor and delivery nurses will actually pay attention to What to say and
do—and what not to say and do—when mom is in active labor and feeling all the feelings A
detailed account of what to expect in the delivery room as a birth partner, and how to navigate
the unknown terrains when things don’t go as planned How to help mom achieve proper nipple
latch when she attempts breastfeeding for the first time Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
you’ll find tips for maintaining a strong relationship with your partner before, during, and after
the birth so that you feel closer than ever when you launch into the wild yet wonderful world of
parenthood.

Retire Before Mom and Dad: The Simple Numbers Behind A Lifetime of Financial
Freedom
"Your go-to gift for new fathers." — Dave Ramsey, New York Times bestselling author,
motivational speaker, and radio host Whether you know it or not, if you're a dad, you’e a hero—
that's the message of bestselling author and pediatrician Meg Meeker. Even if you're struggling
with all the demands of fatherhood, let Dr. Meeker reassure you: every man has it within him to
be the hero father his children need. With simple step-by-step instructions and drawing on long
experience—including her work with the NFL's Fatherhood Initiative—Dr. Meeker shows you how
to be the father you want to be and your children need you to be. Discover why fathers are
even more important to their children than their mothers are; why your children want you to be
their hero—even if their relationship with you has been strained or distant; and secrets that can
help divorced dads, widowed dads, and stepfathers maintain—or rebuild—a strong relationship
with their children As Dr. Meeker writes, "If you want what is best for your children—if you want
what is best for you—you should strive to be a hero father. In this book, I hope to show you
how."

Mommy and Me
"Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed
misfits--smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate
enough to try"-Page 8/12
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Eleanor & Park
Before Barack Obama became a politician he was, among other things, a writer. Dreams from
My Father is his masterpiece: a refreshing, revealing portrait of a young man asking the big
questions about identity and belonging. The son of a black African father and a white American
mother, Obama recounts an emotional odyssey. He retraces the migration of his mother’s
family from Kansas to Hawaii, then to his childhood home in Indonesia. Finally he travels to
Kenya, where he confronts the bitter truth of his father’s life and at last reconciles his divided
inheritance.

A Mom's and Dad's Guide to Basketball
Celebrate the true meaning of Christmas through the seven words God spoke to seven
different people around the time of Christ's birth, bringing hope and change to our world for
eternity. In Seven Words of Christmas, bestselling author and pastor Robert Morris explains
each word of prophecy: an inspired utterance of a prophet, the words of God through man. He
illustrates the story of Jesus surrounding the word, and applies the prophecy to our modern
lives. Find the words of: Salvation through Zacharias, Favor through Mary, Blessing through
Elizabeth, Guidance through Joseph, Joy through the Shepherds, Redemption through Anna,
and Peace through Simeon. Even now, thousands of years later, the eternal Word of God has
numerous applications to modern life. This Christmas, discover salvation, blessings, peace,
and more with Pastor Morris.

Bedtime Bonnet
As mainstream America becomes more aware of the needs and concerns of the
nonheterosexual community, gay, lesbian, transgendered, and bisexual teenagers are
revealing their sexual identities to their parents at a younger age than ever before. Drawing
from over 150 original interviews with teenagers, the author separates fact from fiction in this
survey of coming out experiences. Drawing from existing developmental research, the wide
range of family reactions and factors that determine how parents come to terms with the
disclosure over time is illustrated. The author reveals that the coming out experience is greatly
influenced by gender, and chapters highlight common mother-daughter, mother-son, fatherdaughter, and father-son dynamics. Tips on how parents can be helped to negotiate the
coming out process and learn to support their child's emerging sexual identity are suggested at
the end of the book. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2004 APA, all rights reserved).

Everything, Everything
Everything, Everything is now a major motion picture starring Amanda Stenberg from The
Hunger Games and Love Simon's Nick Robinson. A #1 New York Times Bestseller! 'Loved this
book!'- Zoella Maddy is allergic to the world; stepping outside the sterile sanctuary of her home
could kill her. But then Olly moves in next door. And just like that, Maddy realizes there's more
to life than just being alive. You only get one chance at first love. And Maddy is ready to risk
everything, everything to see where it leads. 'Powerful, lovely, heart-wrenching, and so
absorbing I devoured it in one sitting' – Jennifer Niven, author of All the Bright Places And don't
miss Nicola Yoon's #1 New York Times bestseller The Sun Is Also a Star, in which two teens
are brought together just when the universe is sending them in opposite directions.
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The Glass Castle
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their
curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant
man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life
fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet
Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life.
-- From publisher description.

The Book Thief
Discover this wise, blackly funny, radically imaginative novel that has sold over 10 million
copies worldwide ‘A superb achievement. He is a wise and bleakly funny writer with rare gifts
of empathy’ Ian McEwan, Sunday Times bestselling author of Atonement It was 7 minutes
after midnight. The dog was lying on the grass in the middle of the lawn in front of Mrs Shears’
house. Its eyes were closed. It looked as if it was running on its side, the way dogs run when
they think they are chasing a cat in a dream. But the dog was not running or asleep. The dog
was dead. This is Christopher's story. There are also no lies in this story because Christopher
can't tell lies. Christopher does not like strangers or the colours yellow or brown or being
touched. On the other hand, he knows all the countries in the world and their capital cities and
every prime number up to 7507. When Christopher decides to find out who killed the
neighbour's dog, his mystery story becomes more complicated than he could have ever
predicted. **ONE OF THE GUARDIAN'S 100 BEST BOOKS OF THE 21st CENTURY**

The Railway Children
In Retire Before Mom and Dad, you'll learn how to unlock the superpower inside of you that is
capable of transforming almost any income into lasting financial freedom. And, you'll discover
that it's not about scrimping and sacrificing to get there.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
An Instant NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A LOS ANGELES TIMES, BOSTON GLOBE,
WALL STREET JOURNAL, and NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER Named A BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR by *Elle * Real Simple * Kirkus Reviews * BookPage * "Memoir gold: a profound
and exquisitely rendered exploration of identity and the true meaning of family." --People
Magazine "Beautifully written and deeply moving--it brought me to tears more than
once."--Ruth Franklin, The New York Times Book Review From the acclaimed, best-selling
memoirist, novelist and host of the hit podcast Family Secrets, comes a memoir about the
staggering family secret uncovered by a genealogy test: an exploration of the urgent ethical
questions surrounding fertility treatments and DNA testing, and a profound inquiry of paternity,
identity, and love. In the spring of 2016, through a genealogy website to which she had
casually submitted her DNA for analysis, Dani Shapiro received the stunning news that her
beloved deceased father was not her biological father. Over the course of a single day, her
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entire history--the life she had lived--crumbled beneath her. Inheritance is a book about
secrets. It is the story of a woman's urgent quest to unlock the story of her own identity, a story
that had been scrupulously hidden from her for more than fifty years. It is a book about the
extraordinary moment we live in, a moment in which science and technology have outpaced
not only medical ethics but also the capacities of the human heart to contend with the
consequences of what we discover. Dani Shapiro's memoir unfolds at a breakneck pace--part
mystery, part real-time investigation, part rumination on the ineffable combination of memory,
history, biology, and experience that makes us who we are. Inheritance is a devastating and
haunting interrogation of the meaning of kinship and identity, written with stunning intensity and
precision.

My Mom and Dad Don't Live Together Anymore
Much has been written both about and by people who feel they were assigned the wrong body
at conception, exploring the struggles and too often the tragedies that result from that
mismatch of nature. Very little has been written, however, to chronicle the lifelong struggle of
people to understand and come to terms with two distinct sets of emotions, one male and one
female – a single soul, at times divided, at times united, by two clearly identifiable spirits. Dear
Mom and Dad: You Don’t Know Me, But traces the life of George through the eyes of Georgia,
the female half of their soul, from early childhood in the post war Texas oil fields through the
innocence of his early school years in northeastern Oklahoma. With the onset of puberty,
Georgia watches the omnipresent feeling of not being normal cast a destructive pall over
nearly everything George attempts. After the collapse of his lifelong dream, George begins
again with hopes, new dreams and the love they’ve both longed for. Georgia finally emerges,
but understanding her part in their soul comes slowly and is complicated by a tragedy of
profound proportion. Dear Mom and Dad considers the ultimate understanding of God’s will for
both George and Georgia and its unusual conclusion, sharing a story of struggle and selfacceptance.
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